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Positron–electron autocorrelation function study of E-center in silicon
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Two-dimensional angular correlation of annihilation radiation~2D-ACAR! spectra have been taken
for 1019 cm23 phosphorus-doped Si in the as-grown state after having been subjected to 1.8 MeV
electron fluences of 131018 and 231018 cm22. Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy
confirms, in accordance with previous works, that positrons are saturation trapping into (VSi :P) pair
defect~E-center! monovacancy sites in the electron irradiated samples. In the as-grown case, the
positron–electron autocorrelation functions along the@111# and@1-10# directions, obtained through
Fourier transformation of the 2D-ACAR data, reveal zero-crossings that deviate only slightly from
the lattice points, in a manner consistent with positron–electron correlation effects. Conversely, in
the spectra of the irradiated samples, the zero-crossing points are observed to move outward further
by between 0.15 and 0.50 Å. This displacement is associated with positron annihilation with
electrons in localized orbitals at the defect site. An attempt is made to extract just the component of
the defect’s positron–electron autocorrelation function that relates to the localized defect orbitals. In
doing this features are found that correspond to the expected atomic positions at the vacancy defect
site suggesting that this real-space function may provide a convenient means for obtaining a
mapping of localized orbitals. The observed approximate separability of positron and electron
wave-function autocorrelates leads to an estimate of 0.22 eV for the positron binding energy to the
E-center. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1613368#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Five years ago McMullen and Bishop pointed out th
the two-dimensional angular correlation of annihilation
diation ~2D-ACAR! spectrum of a positron in a defect cou
be considered as a kind of ‘‘diffraction pattern’’ arising fro
annihilations with localized defect orbitals.1 In analogy with
the form factor in atomic and nuclear elastic scattering
speculation naturally arises as to whether or not the ‘‘diffr
tion pattern’’ can in some sense be inverted to give so
kind of spatial distribution of the electron-positron wa
function at the defect site with the potentiality perhaps
some new atomic scale defect microscopy. It was shown
this idea was closely linked to the concept of the 2D-ACA
spectra being the Fourier transform of planar cut through
positron-electron autocorrelation functionB2g(r ),2 a fact
that had been known since the early 1980s3,4 due to the close
parallels with Compton profile momentum spectroscopy5,6

Close inspection of the inversion problem suggests that
B2g(r ) function of a defect may indeed be the most reduc
form that quantum mechanics permits for microscopica
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‘‘imaging’’ the localized electron orbitals at the defect site2

In this article we explore this suggestion further with spec
reference to the E-center in silicon.

The photon pair momentum densityr2g(p) in a positron
annihilation experiment under the independent parti
model ~IPM! approximation is given by7

r2g~p!5(
j

uFT23@c1, j~r !#u2, ~1!

where FT23 is the operation of three-dimensional Fouri
transformation andc1, j (r )5c1(r )c j (r ) is the positron–
electron wave function, the summation being taken over aj
electron states of the band structure. Another equally v
representation containing exactly the same information
r2g(p) is the positron–electron autocorrelation functio
B2g(r ), which is given by the Fourier transform ofr2g(p).
Using the convolution theorem one can easily see that

B2g~r !5FT23$r
2g~p!%5FT23H(

j
UFT23@c1, j~r !#U2J

5FT23H(
j

FT23E c1, j* ~r1s!c1, j~r !dsJ
5(

j
E c1, j* ~r1s!c1, j~s!ds, ~2!
9 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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from which it may be further seen thatB2g(r ) is really the
sum over all positron–electron wave-function autocorrela
of respective electron states. This representation at first s
may seem to be less informative than that ofr2g(p). How-
ever, when applied to positron annihilation with the localiz
defect electron orbitals that arise from dangling bon
B2g(r ) is possibly the best function that diffraction patte
inversion permits for spatially mapping the location of su
orbitals. This may be seen by observing the function

Bloc
2g~r !5(

j 51

nloc E c1 loc,j* ~r1s!c1 loc,j~s!ds

5FT23H (
j 51

nloc UFT23@c1, j~r !#U2J , ~3!

in which the summation is just over thenloc localized elec-
tron orbitals associated with the defect, thec1 loc,j loc(r )
5c1 loc(r )c j loc(r ) being the localized positron–electro
wave function,c1 loc(r ) andc j loc(r ) being, respectively, the
wave functions of the trapped positron and thej th dangling
bond electron. The last term of Eq.~3! shows clearly the
diffraction integrals of type suggested by McMullin an
Bishop1 in which the aperture functions are the localiz
positron–electron wave functionsc1, j (r ). Unfortunately, as
we shall see from the present work,Bloc

2g(r ) is not a direct
observable, but nonetheless the nature of Eq.~3! stands as a
strong motivation for trying to extract this function or som
thing closely related to it.

When applied to positron annihilation between a de
calized positron and Bloch state electrons in a regular se
conductor crystalB2g(r ) reveals a remarkable propert
namely that the function undergoes zero crossings whenr is
very close to a lattice vectorR. To understand why this is s
one first writes Eq.~2! in the form3

B2g~r !5(
j 51

nval

e2 ik"rE u1, j* ~r1s!u1, j~s!ds, ~4!

from which it will be seen that under the condition thatr
5RL the integral in Eq.~4! becomes maximal and equal
unity. However, rather than maximalB2g(r ) values being
found at Bravais lattice positions, zero values are obser
instead. These arise through the multiplicative phase sum
tion in Eq. ~4!, as shown by the phasor diagram of Fig.
Whenr50 there is no phase difference between terms an
maxima is seen inB2g(r ). Whenr5RL /2 the real part of the
summation is seen to be zero causingB2g(r )50: the first
zero crossing. The same situation arises forr5RL and other
multiples ofRL . Not only is the oscillatory nature ofB2g(r )
in the directionRL understood, but in addition Fig. 1 ex
plains the general damped nature of theB2g(r ) oscillations.
This comes about as a result of there being fewer ph
vectors to sum along the real axis after every lattice vec
displacement~2p revolution in phase!. This zero crossing
theorem, while being exactly true for the case of theB(r )
function observed in Compton profile experiments,8,9 is not
exactly true for the case ofB2g(r ). The reason is tha
Downloaded 07 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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electron–positron correlation effects cause slight differen
in the amplitudes of the summed phasors in Eq.~4!.

Finally it is important to note that neitherr2g(p) nor
B2g(r ) is directly accessible by experiment. Rather in a 2
ACAR experiment the observable spectrumN(py ,pz) is the
2D projection ofr2g(p):3

N~py ,pz!5constE
2`

1`

r2g~p!dpx

5const FT22$B
2g~r !ux50%, ~5!

from which follows that a planar section throughB2g(r ),
namelyB2g(r )ux505B2g(y,z)ux50 defined for the crystallo-
graphic plane (0,y,z), may be obtained directly from the
Fourier transform of the 2D-ACAR data taken in the resp
tive py , pz momentum directions. That is3

B2g~y,z!ux50}FT22$N~py ,pz!%. ~6!

Following from the above discussionB2g(y,z)ux50 will dis-
play, for Bloch state positrons, zero values at Bravais lat
positions if they happen to lie on the chosen crystallograp
plane (0,y,z). On the other hand for trapped positrons
least some of theB2g(y,z)ux50 signal will arise from the
presence~or perhaps more correctly the absence of! the au-
tocorrelate signal of the localized defect electron orbitals
expressed in Eq.~3!. The main emphasis in the present stu
is to try and ascertain the degree of involvement of localiz
electron orbitals in the forming of theB2g(y,z)ux50 signal
and to attempt to extract that component ofB2g(y,z)ux50

FIG. 1. Diagram showing how relative phasing of electron–positron Blo
waves causes zeros to occur inB2g(r ) when r5RL . The upper part of the
diagram shows the overlapping of the positron and electron Bloch wa
~hatched region!. The middle part of the diagram shows the relative phas
of the solid which assumes a simple lattice of 24 atoms~24 k-vectors per

band! when r50,
1
2RL , RL , and

3
2RL , respectively. The lower part show

the resultingB2g(r ) function.
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. 2D-ACAR data for~a! as-
grown Si:P and~b! electron-irradiated
Si:P in which saturation trapping
into the E-center (VSi :P defect! is
occurring.
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which is related to the localized electron orbitals. In doing
a novel discovery is reported, namely that an estimate of
positron binding energy to the defect can be found by ra
ing the positron–electron autocorrelates for bulk crystal a
defect trapped positron states.

II. EXPERIMENT

The heavily P doped Si used in this study was purcha
from Lattice Materials Corp., USA Ltd. and was~111! ori-
ented. The wafers had a quoted resistivity in the range
0.001–0.005V cm @corresponding to a carrier concentratio
in the range (1 – 7)31019 cm23]. In accord with the study of
Mäkinenet al.10 VSi :P type defects were introduced by su
jecting the Si to 1.8 MeV electron dosages of 131018 and
231018 e2 cm23 at room temperature using the LINAC fa
cility at Sichuan University.

Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy~PALS! spec-
tra were taken on the as-grown and defected samples us
fast-fast lifetime’ spectrometer of 240 ps resolution. The 2
ACAR spectrometer, at ENEA, Italy, used in the prese
work was of the standard design based on two Anger c
eras, the details of which may be found in Biasiniet al.11 The
spectrometer had an average resolution of;0.75 mrad. Ex-
periments were carried out at;65 K, in a vacuum of
1026 mbar. The samples were oriented with the@-1 1 -2#
crystal direction parallel to the main axis of the spectrome
Downloaded 07 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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which selects the average integration direction. Thepx and
py directions of the detector plane were parallel to the@111#
and @-110# crystal axes, respectively.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy~PALS! spec-
tra taken on both electron-irradiated samples reveale
single component with a lifetime of 24563 ps. This is in
good agreement with the work of Ma¨kinen et al.10 who
found a 24862 ps single component in similar electron
irradiated material. These authors gave convincing evide
that this lifetime was coming from saturation trapping in
the VSi :P defect and here we refer the reader to their origi
work for the arguments behind this conclusion.

The 2D-ACAR spectra for the as-grown and the electr
irradiated samples are shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, respec-
tively. The change in overall momentum pattern is notic
able, there being less distinct features in the pattern a
irradiation. The pattern after irradiation is more ‘‘circular
and the distribution more ‘‘peaked.’’ This peaking is as e
pected for positrons annihilating more with low momentu
valence electrons.

Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show theB2g functions~the 2D-FT
of the 2D-ACAR spectra shown in Fig. 2! for Si and the
E-center along the@110# and @111# directions. As we have
seen, for delocalized electrons in a regular lattice,B2g(r
5mRL)50.11 The positron–electron correlations present
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. Autocorrelation functionsB2g(x,y) on the~-211! plane in~a! heavily P-doped Si and for~b! positrons trapped in the E-center.~Note that the vertical
scale on the 3D relief plot for the defected sample has been expanded.!
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ACAR studies are found to shift the zero-crossing positio
of the B2g functions outward fractionally by a few
percent.4,12 This effect can be seen clearly in the@110# direc-
tion ~Fig. 4! in which theB2g(r ) ‘‘ripples’’ are greatest in
intensity. The zero-crossing positions are slightly outwa
displaced.~The first zero crossing, which occurs at 0.5a110

53.84 Å,5,13 is ;2% outward displaced.! This is in good
accord with the previous observations of the positro
electron correlation effect.4,12 In the @111# direction the Bra-
vais vectora111 is too far out and in the spectral noise ma
ing any definite statement concerning the zero-cross
position in the@111# direction impossible. However, the fac
that the ‘‘ripples’’ are less in the@111# direction is consisten
with theory.5

It may be seen from Fig. 4 that in both@110# and @111#
directions that theB2g(r ) zero-crossings for the E-center a
displaced outwards relative to those for the bulk state. T
displacement is quite small in the@110# direction~;2%! and
appears larger in the@111# direction ~;7%!, although the
effect of noise on the latter zero-crossing could be sign
cant. Another observation, which is difficult to state with t
much certainty owing to the limited accuracy of the data
Downloaded 07 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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that it appears that in the@1-10# direction there is only a
significant outward shifting at the first zero crossin
(0.5a110) while for the second and larger zero-crossings
outward shift is either much smaller or zero. The effect
outward shifting of zero-crossings for the positron trapped
a defect has been found theoretically.2 Although the reason
for the shifting is not completely understood at present,
suggestion is made below that it is associated with th
annihilations coming from the lower momentum localiz
orbitals of the defect.

With the anticipation that theB2g(r ) for the irradiated
sample contains structural information on the E-cen
B2g(r ) is obtained in the plane defined by the@1-10# and
@111# directions by direct 2D Fourier transform of the ACA
data.14 The resulting polarB2g(x,y) plots for ‘‘as-grown’’
and defected samples are shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, re-
spectively. The striking feature of these plots is that althou
the magnitude of the ‘‘ripples’’ are much lower for the d
fected sample~i.e., the VSi :P defect!, the shape of the plo
remains similar with peaks occurring in approximately t
same radial locations. Closer inspection, however, reve
two important details from theB2g plot of the VSi :P defect.
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. Autocorrelation functionB2g(r ) as measured for~a! the @1-10# direction and~b! the @111# direction. Solid line for as-grown P-doped Si and dash
line for positrons trapped at the E-center.
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First the secondary peaks~in the 5–10 Å range! are much
diminished—so much so that they are not visible on the c
tour plot. Second the primary peak positions are all sligh
displaced outwards—a fact that concurs with the outw
shifting of the zero-crossings on the 1D plots of Fig. 4.

The strong attenuation of the secondary peaks finds n
ral explanation on the basis of the localized positron wa
function in the defect; i.e., with the positron localized
space, it is clear that neither it, nor the derived positro
electron wave product can autocorrelate significantly at la
distances. Kobayasi has shown that the electron–positron
tocorrelation functionB2g(r ) is related to the electron auto
correlation functionB(r ) as obtained in Compton profil
measurement via the ‘‘averaged positron autocorrela
function’’ P̄(r ) in a simple product form15

B2g~r !5 P̄~r !B~r !, ~7!

whereP̄(r ) is given by

P̄~r !5E F~s,r !c1 loc* ~s!c1 loc~r1s!ds ~8!

and

F~s,r !5
( jc j* ~s!c j~s1r !

( j*c j~s!c j~s1r !ds
, ~9!

being the normalized electron weight function.15 The present
work does not attempt the difficult task of calculatingF(s,r )
but points out that if this function were close to unity ov
most of the integration space of the integral in Eq.~2! then a
tractable analytical form results. Specifically if one tak
F(s,r )51 thenBdef

2g(r ) for the defect state can be approx
mated by assuming some reasonable form for the local
positron wave functionc1 loc(r ). In the first approxima-
tion the positron can be considered as trapped in a sq
well, in which case c1 loc(r ) will decay radially as
exp(2aur u)/(aur u) outside the defect,a being the decay pa
rameter. The autocorrelateP̄(r ) of this form of c1 loc(r ) is,
after performing the integration in spherical coordinat
simply
Downloaded 07 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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P̄~r !5e2aur u. ~10!

In Fig. 5 we plot the ratioBdef
2g(r )/B2g(r ) for the @1-10# di-

rection. It is known thatB2g(r ) is close in form to that of the
electron wave-function autocorrelateB(r ), and so the plot of
Fig. 5 is expected to giveP̄(r ). Apart from those portions of
the graph which asymptote to infinity as a result of ze
division ~accentuated by the outward zero-crossing shifts!, a
close to exponential form forP̄(r ) is found, with a
50.29 Å21. This observation is supportive of the abov
theory and suggests tentatively taking the further step of
timating the positron binding energy to the defect from t
value ofa which for a particle bound to a square well wit
energyEB is given as

FIG. 5. Ratio ofB2g(r ) functions Bdef
2g(r )/B2g(r ) in the @1-10# direction.

The dashed line gives the positron autocorrelateP̄(r ) as described by
Eq. ~9!.
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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a5
1

\c
A2mc2EB. ~11!

Taking m* , the positron effective mass, as the bare elect
mass16 this equation gives a positron binding energyEB

50.22 eV. This value, in spite of differing from the calcu
latedEB of 0.61 eV for the negatively charged Si vacancy,
nevertheless of the correct order of magnitude.17

Before concluding we make some general observati
relating to the original purpose behind the present study
outlined in the Introduction, namely that of trying to extra
the component ofBdef

2g(r ) originating just from localized de
fect bonds. The above approximate separation ofBdef

2g(r ) into
electron and positron autocorrelates appears to provide s
support for such a venture, since it suggests a means of
tracting that component ofBdef

2g(r ) originating from delocal-
ized valence electrons. We suggest writing Eq.~2! for a
trapped positron in the form

Bdef
2g~r !5(

val
E c1 loc,j* ~r1s!c1 loc,j~s!ds

2 (
j 51

natom E c1 loc,j* ~r ,s!c1 loc,j~s!ds

1(
nloc

c1 loc,j loc* ~r1s!c1 loc,j loc~s!ds, ~12!

where the first two terms come from the delocalized vale
electrons after having removed thenatom valence electrons
associated with the missing atom of the defect. The fi
term replaces thenloc localized dangling bond electrons a
sociated with the defect. Assuming that the small numbernloc

of missing states from the total complement of valence b
states is not going to effect the term significantly and e
ploying the separability of the first term into positron a
electron autocorrelates Eq.~12! may be written as

Bdef
2g~r !' P̄~r !B~r !2Batom

2g ~r !1Bloc
2g~r !. ~13!

Equation~13! raises the question as to whether or notBloc
2g(r )

could be extracted from the observedBdef
2g(r ) signal. The

presence of the termBatom
2g (r ) certainly complicates the ex

traction. However, because bothBloc
2g(r ) andBatom

2g (r ) involve
sums over the same covalent orbitals it may be possibl
combine them. This matter demands further theoretical
vestigation, but it is likely here that Babinet’s principal
optics can be applied, which would predict the same diffr
tion pattern@hence the sameBloc

2g(r )] for the absence of elec
tron states as for their presence. However, in support of
proposition it is noted that it would explain why the ze
passages ofBdef

2g(r ) move outwards compared to those
B(r ). Batom

2g (r ) is expected to exceedBloc
2g(r ) in amplitude

since more electron states are associated with the atom
the dangling bonds and thus the combination of the last
terms in Eq.~13! would be expected to contribute a tot
negative component in the region of covalent bonding@i.e.,
around the first minimum ofBdef

2g(r )]—such a lowering of
the value ofBdef

2g(r ) would move zero-crossings outwards
the manner we observe.
Downloaded 07 Nov 2006 to 147.8.21.97. Redistribution subject to AIP
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In order to check the validity of the above arguments
perform the subtractionP̄(r )B(r )2Bdef

2g(r ) in the plane de-
fined by the@1-10# and@111# directions by takingP̄(r ) in the
simple isotropic form given by Eq.~12!. The result is shown
in Fig. 6. While the complete form of this resultant functio
is difficult to completely understand, we do draw attention
the positive peaks in the~1-10! and ~110! directions. These
can be interpreted as the autocorrelates of the closest at
orbitals ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B’’ to the missing Si atom ~see Fig. 7!.

FIG. 6. ApproximateB2g(x,y) autocorrelation function originating from
localized electron orbitals at the E-center as obtained using the formula

P̄(r )B(r )2Bdef
2g(r ). The arrows indicate the expected ‘‘A’’-‘‘B’’ autocorre-

lation peaks due to the nearest neighbor atomic positions in the defect.
type of plot may represent the best real-space inversion of McMullen
Bishop’s defect diffraction pattern~Ref. 1!.
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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Not only are the observed peaks in theP̄(r )B(r )2Bdef
2g(r )

mapping in the same approximate positions~35° to the
@-110# direction! but the distance;4.1 Å is close to the
expected distance of autocorrelation. The next atomic a
correlations one might expect would be those of ‘‘B’’ to ‘‘C
and ‘‘A’’ to ‘‘C.’’ The peaking that occurs at 3 Å along the
@111# direction may well correspond to the ‘‘B’’ to ‘‘C’’ au-
tocorrelation~which would be expected to be close to t
Si–Si bond length of 2.35 Å!, while the autocorrate ‘‘A’’-
‘‘C’’ in the @2110# direction, being the weaker of the thre
may be obscured by the strong ‘‘A’’-‘‘B’’ signal. Finally it is
pointed out that the absence of a dominant central peak in
mapping of Fig. 6, which would be expected for any au
correlation function, may be due to the oversimplified fo
of P̄(r ) we have used or a breakdown in the separabi
condition. Theoretical studies on expected positron–elec
autocorrelates will probably be the surest route to confirm
the above associations and on determining the best pr
dures for subtracting the autocorrelation due to elect
Bloch state annihilations.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

FT-ACAR positron–electron autocorrelation studi
have been carried out on both bulk crystal Si crystal~heavily
n-type doped! and on the VSi :P defect center. It become
clear that while much of the defect’s autocorrelation funct
is similar to the bulk, because it is largely governed by a
nihilations with delocalized valence electrons, there is s
some component in the autocorrelation function of the de
coming from localized electron orbitals. The present wo

FIG. 7. Diagram showing nonrelaxed positrons of neighboring atoms on
~-211! plane. Atoms A and B are those closest to the vacancy. The do
lines show the missing atom and bonds associated with the E-center. A
A, B, and C are those nearest neighbors and the shaded region around
is meant to indicate the region of positron–electron overlap. The vec
shown at 35° correspond to the positions of maximum autocorrelatio
seen in the same directions on theB2g(x,y) mapping of Fig. 6.
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has found support for the recent suggestion that the auto
relation functions of trapped positron and the delocaliz
electrons in a defect may be separable. This concept le
some understanding to the observed increased dampin
theB2g(r ) function observed in the case of positrons trapp
at the E-center defect. Employing this separability appro
mation we have obtained a reasonable value for the bind
energy of the positron to the E-center that supports this g
eral picture. Using the same approximation it has been p
sible to approximately isolate that part of the measu
B2g(r ) function that originates from the localized defect o
bitals. Some of the features of this functional mapping fi
natural interpretation based on the approximate known p
tions for atoms in the E-center. There is thus some optim
that this type of mapping could form a future basis of obta
ing some elementary ‘‘image’’ of localized orbitals asso
ated with vacancy type defects.
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